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The Honorable Bernie Sanders, Chairman, 
U.S. Senate Committee on Veterans Affairs
412 Russell Senate Building
Washington D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Sanders:

My Case.

I am a 26 year veteran of active/reserve duty in the United States Air Force facing open-
heart surgery in less than a month to repair a severe prolapse of the posterior mitral valve 
leaflet which occurred as the result of my service. Severe mitral regurgitation is present, 
an immediate life-threatening condition.

The symptoms are consistent with exposure to spread-spectrum millimeter EM radiation 
in the terahertz range that are well known to a few elusive, presumably D.O.D. doctors.

My complete medical records are being kept from both civilian and local VA doctors due 
to their "classified" status and my service record was altered in an attempt to allow the 
VA to deny me benefits and treatment.  Arizona Senator John McCain was instrumental 
in returning my date of service, but has been denied access to my complete records 
through his FOIA request.

Nationwide VA scandal.

It would appear that my case is the tip of an iceberg of Veterans Administration policy to 
'classify' veterans medical records and thus deny them benefits and proper treatment.

CNN recently reported on the delays to treatment of veterans and the Veterans 
Administration's contempt for congressional oversight. CBS has picked up the story. In 
my case the VA blew off myself, the Arizona Department of Veterans Affairs and Senator 
McCain in order to keep something about my medical records secret. Frontline has done 
an extensive documentary on the explosive growth of secrecy in America.

The delay and denial by the Veterans Administration of proper treatment of legitimate 
veterans disability claims is a national disgrace.

A plea for action.

I believe my case may be the key to uncovering an even more perverse policy on the part 
of the VA -- classifying medical records to hide medical issues caused by service, some 
of which can result in terminal condition on part of the patient.

I urge the Committee on Veterans Affairs to launch a full fledged investigation of 
Veterans Administration policy on classifying medical records in order to hide known 
life and health threatening effects of various weapons, including Agent Orange in 
Vietnam and certain very high frequency radar and electronic weaponry in development 



and use during the Cold War and later.

You can find a press release with complete details of my case at:

http://www.FrascoLaw.com/VASecrecy/VA-Secrecy-01.pdf

CNN is right.  Life threatening issues are being addressed by the VA with delay and 
denial.  This is not a just policy in a country I served to defend and protect.

Contact Information:

All public discussion of my case will be handled by my attorney, whose contact 
information is below.

Respectfully.

John F. Burroughs
Tech Sgt. USAF (Ret.)

cc: Patrick Frascogna, Esq.
234 East Capitol Street, Second Floor
Jackson, Mississippi 39201

email: VASecrecy@FrascoLaw.com 
twitter:    @VASecrecy
hashtag   #VASecrecy
phone: 601 906 5858

cc:         Senator John McCain
email: Cheryl_Bennett@mccain.senate.gov
phone: 928  445  0833

cc: CNN
email: 360@CNN.com
twitter: @scottbronstein

@nelliblk
@DrewGriffinCNN

cc: CBS
email: evening@cbsnews.com

cc: Washington Post
email: topsecretamerica@washpost.com
twitter: @danapriest

@warkin

cc: Frontline
twitter: @frontlinepbs
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